Clarification
Date: 29 December, 2020

A matter has come under our acknowledgement where some false allegations have been put against
InBlock Mobiles and the parent company FESSChain. Through this press release we want to clear our
stand against each of them as the allegations are not true.
We want to inform all of you that Durga Prasad Tripathi is the Only Founder and CEO of InBlock
Mobiles and FESSChain. InBlock is a brand under FESSChain that comes under JaiTech India (P),
1/22, Corporate Buildcon Pvt. Ltd, 2nd Floor, Asaf Ali Road, Delhi 110002.
This company is registered with PAN NO: AWKPT1422F, GSTN: 07AWKPT1422F1ZL, UDYOG AADHAR
NUMBER (MSME): DL01D0004341
We also want to clarify that we have officially launched our Phone on 22 December 2020 and first
public sale was announced for 1 Jan, 2021 which might get little delayed due to ongoing
developments. Therefore, We declare that no monetary transactions have been taken with any
individual or group of person against sale of InBlock Mobile. Also, we have not made any contact
with a person for dealership against any sum of money. This is a misunderstanding and the
allegations are not true.
Using images of Hon ble Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi and Hon
U.P. Chief Minister Mr. Yogi
Adityanath in few of Invitation banners in Lucknow City without permission was a mistake. But as
soon we get to know about this, we have withdrawn those banners immediately. We are deeply
sorry for this unwilling act and have also furnished an unqualified apology to the authority for the
same.
We also want to clarify that we didn
ises on the name of either the Hon ble Prime
Minister or Chief Minister or any political figures during the launch or sale. The Public
Representatives of Uttar Pradesh present at the event or banners were invited only as guests at
the Mobile launch event on 22 Dec. None of them have any roles (directly or indirectly) in
FESSChain, InBlock or JaiTech India (P).
From our side things are totally transparent and all of the mentioned details can be cross verified
from the due sources.
Therefore we request all respected media persons to please co-operate with us in this matter and
allow us to continue our business. The rumors are hurting the image of the company and without
support of media it is not possible for us to deliver our promises.
Thanking You!

Thanks and Regards
Durga P. Tripathi
Founder & CEO
FESSChain and InBlock

fesschain.live

